Trotsky: Wall Street Thug
Part II. Boomerangs always come back!
"I just tremble for my country, when I think that God is just."
Thomas Jefferson
Modern America could not sense and understand when Trotsky's boomerang
returned to the senders. A huge part of the population still manages to believe that
they live in the country of the triumph of freedom and the bulwark of guaranteeing
human rights. The spiritual combination of religion and freedom merged to create
an ideal exceptional nation.
The openness of American culture and its democratic principles created a model
for imitation by other countries and a safe haven for millions. At the same time, the
conviction that American principles are universal introduced a complex element
into the international system. If governments practice them less than US standards
require, they are not fully recognized as legitimate, and intervention and war
unleashed by the US is the price of global leadership.

The permanent revolution proclaimed by Trotsky had as its goal not the liberation
of the peoples of the world, but the destruction of sovereign states and their borders
in the interests of global capital. The idea proved to be tenacious and now the
flame of color revolutions, inspired, financed and instructed by the United States,
has plundered virtually all post-Soviet states, destroyed several states in the Middle
East, and is constantly raging in Ukraine.
Shock and Awe as Trotsky's Legacy
The specter of Trotsky rose in the United States, his ideas of cannibalistic
devastation and redrawing the world, the transformation of all unprotected
countries into a desert populated by shocked slaves were useful to neoconservatives. Shock and awe give rise to fear, a sense of danger and catastrophe,
incomprehensible to the bulk of people. If Trotsky managed to destroy Russia in
10 years, the US has been engaged in the continuation of his case for three
decades. Of course, the first thing after the collapse of the Soviet Union was shock
therapy arranged against the Russians. Human losses in Russia alone amounted to
13 million people died between 1992 and 2007. Millions of children and adults
became homeless beggars, many drug addicts. Prostitution flourished. The country
has 1.3 million street prostitutes, some 100,000 in Moscow alone. A huge number
perhaps up to 10 million "live goods" were shipped abroad, primarily to Western
Europe.
Calling the collapse of the USSR a great geopolitical tragedy, Vladimir Putin did
not exaggerate. The scale of the disaster can be understood by comparing the
number of beggars: In 1989, in the Second World (including the European part of
the USSR), there were 14 million people living below the poverty line. In 1996,
there were 168 million.
The new Constitution of the Russian Federation was written under dictation of
American experts and became the legislative base for a new even larger plunder
than in Trotsky's time. Invited by the new Russian government. Western, primarily
American, economists developed a plan for reforming the country's economy, and
then, as advisors to the president and the government, ensured its implementation
with the support and pressure of the IMF and World Bank.
Trotsky's dream of breaking Russia into four parts still lives in the heads of
American neo-conservatives. In the 1990s, one of the main objectives of the
"Dulles Plan" for the destruction and colonization of Russia was achieved. The US
victory in the cold war was the result of a purposeful, planned and multilateral

strategy of the USA aimed at crushing the Soviet Union. US President George H.
W. Bush, after the collapse of the Union, said that the United States spent five
trillion dollars on the elimination of the Soviet Union.
Jacob Heilbrun in the magazine "New Republic" wrote that the best course for the
US is to encourage further disintegration of Russia in every possible way. This
disintegration is extremely beneficial for the United States. will have more
effective leverage over dealing with individual states within the former USSR,
since the US could set them against each other. Also, a situation where the great
power of Russia would not exist would immeasurably help the maintenance of
America's dominance in the international arena. The United States has already
appropriated to itself the former Eastern European part of the Russian empire by
expanding NATO.
But the boomerang of Trotsky in this case hits again. Americans have not yet
realized that the loss of trust of Russians to the West is their greatest and
irreplaceable loss! Le Carré called the insult of the Russian bear by the West a fatal
mistake. As a result, Trotsky's ghost once again failed. America's new world order
is officially dead. For about 25 years since the end of the Cold War, one of the
dominant themes of American politics was the attempt to globalize the liberal
international order that initially prevailed in the West after World War II. There is
not the slightest doubt that in a world where American values will dominate, there
is no place for Russian or Chinese values, and of course, for Islamic values. And
the Russians, and the Chinese, and the Muslims realized this clearly.
The "soft power" of the United States has been lost, together with the charm of
freedom and prosperity that attracted millions of hearts all over the world.
Moreover, the policy of demonizing Putin ended in complete failure as his
popularity remains high not only in Russia but across the non-western world.
The Ghost of Trotsky Roams the USA
The maturation of the very revolutionary situation in which Trotsky and Lenin
played in October 1917 is quite palpable in the United States. Legitimacy elected
only 10 months ago, President Trump from the first days was subjected to severe
corrosion and his every step is not supported by the establishment in either party.
The population deceived by beautiful promises increasingly doubt the President’s
actions are resulting in the outcome they expected. "The tops are not able, and the
lower classes do not want" - as Lenin described pre-revolutionary Russia. Now the
boomerang is back.

The enslavement of the country to the interests of bankers and corporations and
their subservient politicians was most clearly manifested in the war in Iraq.
Thousands of American young men who believed that they were going to fight
against the tyranny of the eastern despot Hussein faced a real hell of massacre of
civilians, but many failed to think how to live after what they did in a foreign
country. Baghdad, Al-Fallujah, Al-Najaf, Al-Mussol and all the cities of Iraq will
forever remain beacons that illuminate the road to the future, symbols of courage
and fortitude against the most aggressive and dirty militaristic machine ever known
to mankind throughout its entire stories. They will remain a lesson for peoples who
are fighting for democracy and freedom against the slavery of the Yankees - these
enemies of life.
The sons of Mesopotamia, the cradle of civilization, a country of free people, now
live in the conditions of the most real Holocaust. The destruction of the memory of
the nation by plundering national museums, art galleries and destroying libraries Trotsky did this in Russia, America does it in Iraq, Syria, Libya, Ukraine. The
National Museum of Iraq, the site of excavations of Babylon, a biblical city with a
five-thousand-year history looted by American thieves.
In Ukraine, in the early days of the seizure of power by the Poroshenko junta, the
new Prime Minister of Ukraine Arseniy Yatsenyuk organized the export of a
unique collection of gold of the Scythians and the country's gold reserve to the
United States. The value of the collection cannot be estimated simply in the value
of its gold, these are ancient artifacts, the collection is irreplaceable.
Trotsky and the First Russian Sexual Revolution
The sexual revolution that occurred in the United States in the 1960s was not the
very first revolution of its kind in history. The Russians made the first brave steps
under the ideological inspiration of Trotsky in the 1920s. Americans are still little
familiar with the shocking history of Trotsky's fascination with Freud's ideas.
Deciding that the Oedipus complex would be harmful for the revolution, he
allowed to begin in Russia the fight against the complex in children from an early
age. For this purpose, the Children's House-Laboratory "International Solidarity"
was created, where children from the age of two were brought up in the conditions
of experiments with child sexuality. The children of the Communist "elite", whose
parents were engaged in the revolutionary destruction of Russia, were under the
supervision of psychoanalysts, whose main goal was to study children's sexuality
and methods of liberation from prohibitions and complexes. On the basis of
observations and experiments, reports were made at international conferences. This

institution existed from August 1921 to August 1925, then was liquidated due to
the growing discontent with scandalous rumors about what was happening there.
But in our present modern liberal society, early sexual education of children has
taken a wide scale, all those who are trying to protest against the corruption of
children and adolescents in educational institutions, are condemned for anti-liberal
views and even are subject to prosecution. Trotsky's ghost could have enjoyed the
circus for catching pedophile criminals, there are so many of them in the
enlightened capitalistic world and the tool of domesticating politicians and rich
people is so convenient that it is hardly possible to expect any really effective
measures in the near future to return Lolita and her sisters and the young boys to a
normal life.
Suicidal Freedom
Sex, drugs and rock and roll - the youth of America was plunged into a powerful
attack of corruption under the slogans of the struggle for freedom. Freedom was
given as a rope for hanging in batches - if you want some more freedom - get it!
All that was forbidden to the generation of the fathers, became free. Since the
1960s, ideologists of freedom have glorified it from the university stands, have
been seduced from the covers of magazines and newspapers, have stupefied the
consciousness and remnants of conscience with cocaine, heroin, LSD and
marijuana. If we consider that the current young generation of politicians was born
in the 80s and observing their intellectual level, you come to the conclusion that
their parents were in that wave of permissiveness not the last participants.
A comrade-in-arms, and later a victim of Trotsky, Vladimir Lenin called cinema
the most important of the arts for the Soviet state. In the US, Hollywood accepted
this idea and turned its empire into a powerful brainwashing tool. If you look at the
film production of the main film companies, the main topics - brave American
guys are fighting evil on a planetary scale, our freedoms are so great that anyone
who gets in our way will be destroyed. And the reward to the heroes is to choose
what is more: same-sex love, gender reassignment, freely buy marijuana, freely
enjoy porn. Trotsky sits on the couch and grins!
The unfolding scandal with Harvey Weinstein is seen by few as a just retribution
for sins, sex between an employer and an attractive employee is just business,
nothing personal! A depraved person is easy to control, and the goods for
corruption are so sweet that any businessman cannot resist a profitable business!
Moral consciousness, etched by the concerted efforts of the media, Hollywood, an

example of absolutely immoral politicians and financial tyrants, turns the
population into a helpless and disunited mass that is unable to resist the repression
of the system. Consider the degree of apolitically of American youth revealed in
the survey about the Korean hydrogen bomb. Young people willingly
congratulated North Korea on this achievement!
Trotsky and the New World Order
Leiba Bronstein (Trotsky) could rejoice at the success of his ideas in America,
whose interests he so zealously served. Freedom is gained by global corporations
and banks, the world without borders is convenient for uncontrolled robbery of
defenseless peoples. The elites of these peoples easily part with sovereign interests,
and if they suddenly wake up - there is the stick of NATO or "moderate terrorists".
Protest movements are caricatured; what emotions can wake up a crowd with
vagina hats instead of heads? Teenagers in the darkness of the cinemas, or
basement rooms in front of computer screens, are hardened by another dose of
violence on the screen and are corrupted by sex lessons right at school.
Fear is the dominant emotion, as it should be to the slaves. The fear of losing their
jobs and being on the streets, the fear of failing to please their superiors and losing
a career, the fear of hordes of terrorists who every day massively kill and soon
reach each of us, the fear that the Russians will one day come and destroy our
beautiful life, or Muslims pour in here in a black crowd in their hijabs and blow us
all up. False flag attacks engineered shock and awe - all on schedule!
Revolutions around the world are planned at the state level and are a favorite tool
for plunging peoples and countries into chaos, from which American corporations
extract fat profits. If the country needs to carry out economic reforms, the World
Bank experts go there and pursue the same policy that Trotsky carried out in
Russia under the control of the bankers working through Swedes. The capitalism of
catastrophes is the invention of Trotsky, perfected by Friedman and his disciples. It
is difficult now to calculate what and who had robbed Russia in the 90's, but the
victory was Pirrova. The biggest geopolitical failure of the United States and
Europe, is the loss of a boundless credit of trust in hundreds of millions of people,
especially in Russia where a naïve population watched their dreams die in the
looting arranged by American advisors.
Trotsky and the Media
Being a very gifted publicist, in the early days of revolutionary activity Trotsky
realized the great power of the printed word. It was he who created the newspaper

Pravda in 1908 in Lviv, and then continued the publication in Vienna. The
newspaper became the foundation for the victory of Bolshevism and all the years
of the existence of the USSR was the main newspaper of the country. The
American media are currently the most powerful tool for managing the mass
consciousness. Studies of methods of managing human behavior, actively
conducted since the 50s, provide effective weapons for influencing the mindset of
the masses and the self-awareness of the American nation. The degradation of
journalism through bribery and fear has turned an entire army of creative
Americans into conformists and corrupt servants of corporations and politicians.
As a result, the nation has lost critical thinking and the ability to resist. The
boomerang of Trotsky became deadly to its creators.
What can Save America?
1. Complete rejection of the political philosophy of neo-conservatism and a
national dialogue on "Who are we, Americans in the modern world?" To begin
the formation of a realistic national development strategy in the 21st century
2. Revival of the classical school of diplomacy
3. Revival of real journalism
4. The revival of the education system, educating citizens and creative
personalities, rather than debility consumers and credit slaves
5. Creation of a system of strict control over the agrarian sector and the food
industry for the return of healthy and safe food for life.
Is it possible to Bury Trotsky's Ghost Forever?
I think, yes, it is possible, provided a real portrait of this demon emerges. In
Russia, the beginning of this process is laid, there have already appeared several
serious works on the role of Trotsky in the destruction of Russia. Moreover, with
the disclosure of the true role of Trotsky in the October Revolution and the Civil
War, in the red terror, the plundering of the country, the destruction of millions of
civilians a more accurate portrait can be drawn. Stalin was portrayed through
years of lies and withholding the truth. Stalin was no saint but certainly not the
tyrant in the portrait Trotsky and his followers would have us believe. For all his
faults, Stalin was a defender of Russia, not a bloodthirsty executioner. Instead he
was a leader who managed to defeat the conspiracy of agents of the global
financial mafia, there is no villain who intentionally destroyed the sprouts of
freedom by repressions, but there is a clever strategist who managed to organize
the people to exploit industrialization and win in the most terrible war of the
twentieth century against fascism. Perhaps in America the change of portraits

through the victory of truth will help to understand the origins of the Deep State
and realize what leaders it needs and what ideals need a revival.
Trotsky Farewell!
Trotsky's story clearly illustrates the strategy of those trying to shape the world
order for their own interests. Bankers and global corporations in any meaningful
conflict support both sides, usually known to us as the right and the left, in order to
be at any outcome with the winner. Ultimately, this strategy leads to ongoing
control of governments and global processes.
Likewise, this strategy has led to the growth of various movements around the
world, with Trump in the United States marking the beginning of a transition from
the neo-conservative ideology that was the main reason for American intervention
and many troubles worldwide. Similar reactions against globalism began earlier in
Europe as economic and social crisis forced politicians to reconsider sovereignty.
The furious attacks by mainstream media on Trump belie the tried and true strategy
of backing all contenders as both political parties in the US are splintered and show
cracks in old coalitions. Who knows where this will end for the West but that we
are now in a transition cannot be denied.
On the one hand, the antifa movement uses the values of liberal democracy, such
as free trade, open borders, freedom of information, increasingly promoting values
of LGBT people under these attractive slogans, introducing them into a powerful
entertainment industry and using the generous support of international bankers.
Trotsky in this movement should simply be declared a martyr for the idea!
Exporting democracy most easily occurs through playing on the basic instinct.
Today both wings of the American eagle are trying to continue the work of
Trotsky: neo-conservatives insist on the right of an "exceptional nation" to carry
the values of democracy to the people of the world, whatever it costs the people
themselves. Democrats sow throughout the world values for which in all sacred
books are thrown to the Hyenna fire. Both ideals are rooted in totalitarian belief
systems unable to tolerate dissent.
The outcome of the game in Trotsky's boomerang is unclear, just as Trump himself
is unclear, who promised a transition from 100 years of service to Trotskyism to
the revival of sovereign democracy in the US. If you look at Europe, there the
parade of sovereignty has already begun, and to me, surviving the collapse of the
USSR, it painfully resembles the past. Russia, the first to survive Trotskyism in its

tragic history, the first which renounced its heritage. And there are serious reasons
to ponder why the Russians are increasingly talking about the end of the "new
world order" and are heading the movement towards genuine freedom.
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